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Welcome

to

our

monthly

business

Ask questions

newsletter designed to help you concentrate

Ask them what they are excited about in their new

on working more “ON” your business,

role. This is an ideal opportunity to find out what may

rather than “IN” it. Please remember our skills

not have worked out for them at your company – so

and experience can provide you with help and

that you can address any potential issues. It can also

support, give you a strong shoulder to lean on
and someone on your side, to bounce ideas off.
Best wishes

give you some ideas about what makes other
businesses more attractive from a career perspective
- this could inspire some new thinking around career
development at your own company.

Joanne Beaumont-Walker
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Deputy Managing Partner

What to do when a key team member
leaves
People move jobs more frequently these days.
Here’s what to do when a key team member
decides to move on.

Business as usual
It is important to avoid burning bridges. In our

As talented employees grow and develop in their

increasingly networked professional circles, there is a

careers, it is inevitable that some will decide to

good chance that you will cross paths again in the

branch out and move to another company.

future. While they are working their notice, avoid
cancelling meetings, etc. Include them in day to day

Be supportive

matters up until the end of their time at your

Congratulate them on their new opportunity. Thank

company – you want them to leave feeling good

them for their contribution to the company and

about your business.

mention some of the highlights of their time with your
business. You want them to leave on good terms and

Let them go

to remember your company for the right reasons –

There is no point trying to convince an employee to

that way they will be an ambassador for your

stay. Once they have decided to move on, in their

business.

own mind, they have already left.
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If you encourage them to stay on, they could feel

The beauty of this is that you can take courses and

pressured and resent missing out on a good

attend webinars at a time that works for you.

opportunity at their potential new company. If your
business is a genuinely great place to work, they

Find a topic that interests you

may come back again in the future, with some new

There is no point trying to develop your skills in an

ideas gained from their work experiences at other

area that you have no interest in. You want to feel

businesses.

motivated and keen to develop new skills. Do your
research and find a development opportunity that

Make time for your own personal
development

you are passionate about. Personal development
should be an interesting opportunity, not a chore.

As a leader in your company, you are focused on
developing the people around you. But who is
responsible for your own development?
If you want to help your employees to grow and
develop, you need to invest time in developing
yourself, as a leader.
In order to focus on your own personal development,
you need to schedule time to do so. If you don’t, your
team and your business could outgrow you and your

Distractions can be a good thing

own career could stagnate.

Focusing on your own personal development gives
you an opportunity to step back from your day job.

Lead by example

We often come up with our best ideas when we are

If you want your team to take the time to invest in

off doing something new or exciting. Taking time

their own personal development, you need to lead by

away from the day-to-day can help to provide new

example. If you make time to learn and develop new

perspectives

skills, your team are more likely to follow suit. You

priorities.

on

things

and

re-evaluate

your

may even be able to make suggestions to your team
members,

based

on

your

own

learning

and

When you get back to your desk, you may have new

development experiences.

ideas and you should feel re-energised.

Embrace technology

Building trust

Learning and development doesn’t have to involve
taking several days out to attend a conference or

In order to manage an effective team of people

training session. There is an ever-expanding range

you need to win their trust.

of learning opportunities available online.
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If employees don’t have trust in their company and
their managers, they can become disengaged. This
can lead to high rates of staff turnover and those who

Give credit where it is due
The

best

managers

show

appreciation

and

acknowledge the hard work that is delivered by their
people.

stay are likely to be de-motivated.

Various studies have shown that employees who
Transparency

receive recognition from their line managers were

Honesty is the best policy. Communicate with your

significantly more likely to trust them.

team, ensure that they are kept in the loop regarding
the company’s strategic plans and that they feel that
their

views

are

heard

(and

listened

to),

by

management. Ask them for their input and where you
have made a decision, give them some background
information, so that they can better understand the
drivers behind that decision.

Prioritise the team’s interests
To gain their trust, managers should be their team’s
best advocate. The best managers present their
team in a positive light and are openly proud of their
accomplishments. Mistakes should be seen as
learning opportunities and managers should take
responsibility for putting things right, rather than

Employees are people, not numbers

placing the blame on an individual.

It’s easy to get lost in the numbers. We all love sales
figures, KPIs and metrics. However, if you invest
some time in getting to know your team members,
they will feel valued. You don’t need to become their
best friend but you do need to get to know them
better in order to get the best out of them, keep them
motivated and help them to progress their careers.

Ask your team for feedback
The best managers ask their team members for
feedback. Constructive feedback should always be
welcomed. Nobody is perfect and even the best
managers can learn from their team members.
Asking for feedback will also help you to build trust
and rapport with your team members.

